Narratives Shipwrecks Disasters Huntress Keith Iowa
report: melville society—bezanson archive fellowship 2012 - lected in huntress’s narratives of
shipwrecks and disasters and stackpole’s the sea-hunters , as well as the tragedy of the essex in thomas f.
heffernan’s stove by a whale . a sea of misadventures - project muse - a sea of misadventures amy
mitchell-cook, william n. still, jr. published by university of south carolina press mitchell-cook, amy & william n.
still, jr.. gert jan bestebreurtje - ilab - ocean, containing narratives of the most noted shipwrecks and
disasters at sea. - the - the captain was rescued, and reported all others were lost, when a number were still on
gert jan bestebreurtje - extranetinegalleries - ocean, containing narratives of the most noted shipwrecks
and disasters at sea. - the - the captain was rescued, and reported all others were lost, when a number were
still on gert jan bestebreurtje rare books - ocean, containing narratives of the most noted shipwrecks and
disasters at sea. the phoenix was one of the thirteen ships of the royal navy lost in a terrible hurricane about
october 1, 1780. catalogue 169: americana - gertjanbestebreurtje - ocean, containing narratives of the
most noted shipwrecks and disasters at sea. the cumberland , anchored off antigua september 3, 1804, was
caught in a very severe storm and dragged her anchors. jachin's pillar, 2005, a. j. cuthbert, 0954902904
... - kamehameha schools, 1965, history, 333 pagesa checklist of narratives of shipwrecks and disasters at sea
to 1860 with summaries, notes, and comments, keith gibson huntress, 1979, reference, 194 pages accession
# author date title - accession # author date title 2004.0216 1865 american lloyd's registry of american and
foreign shipping. established in 1857, under the approval of the board in the spirit of our successful not
san francisco book ... - 5. anon. the mariner’s chroni-cle, of shipwrecks, fires, famines and other disasters at
sea… together with an account of the whale fishery... bos. 1834, 1840. b/w engravings.
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